High Lights

- Identify and plan around the desirable existing features on the site— including mature tree groves for shade, water features, and access routes, and topographic features.
- Provide water access to large and small dogs through the existing ponds on the site. Upgrade the ponds with shoreline improvements for people and pets—and devices for cleaning/aerating/filtering the pond and water.
- Create a comfortable gathering areas for all with access to site amenities—food trucks, restrooms and shade.
- Provide multiple shaded areas on the site to supplement the existing trees groves—for each dog grouping.
- Provide site and security lighting including parking lots.
- Provide appropriate fencing around all the various dog areas.
- Provide water features for all the dog groupings.
- Provide wash stations for all dog groupings.
- Provide intersecting tunnels; weave poles and other hoops for dog workouts.
- Irrigate key areas of the dog park to maintain green areas throughout the year.
- Provide splash pads with spray nozzles and recirculating spray systems.
- Upgrade/add to the landscaping in the dog park—with native drought tolerant plants for additional shade areas and additional visual interest.
- Provide winding interesting dog walking paths with visual interest elements along the way—for all dog grouping areas.
- Provide a clubhouse for restrooms and shade and community uses.
- Provide large shaded areas with tree canopies and manmade shade structures at all dog grouping areas.
- Make accommodations and provide infrastructure for food truck use—with a shaded outdoor patio area for both people and pets to enjoy.
- Provide appropriate sight signage at Camp Bowie and Lackland Road access points.
- Consider use of appropriately sized outdoor electronic monitor/message board/sign for patrons messaging and to highlight activities at the park.

11+ acres total.